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It is shown that the infima of the Hellmann and the Hellmann-Weizsäcker functional 
without electron-electron interaction can be written in terms of the nuclear charge Z and 
the particle number N as E(Z, N) = Z2( a\NI/3 + a2 + ... ). In the case of Hellmann func-
tional we calculate both a\ and ab in the case of the H ellmann-Weizsäcker functional we 
calculate a\, We compare our results with Thomas-Fermi theory. Finally, we apply our 
result to bound the quantum mechanical ground state energy ofthe system. 
1. Introduction 
We are interested in a system of N electrons moving in the field of a nucIeus of 
charge Z. The Hamiltonian of such a system is 
(1.1) N( Z) N 1 H= -ai - - + . L Ir·1 Llr. -r·1 i=l • I,J=1' 1 
i<j 
Let EQ(Z, N), the quantum mechanical ground state energy, be the infimum of the 
N 
spectrum of H for the self-adjoint realization of H on A (L 2(1R3) ® C"), where q is 
;=1 
the number of spin states, in our case q = 2. Several approximation schemes have been 
developed to solve the associated Schrödinger equation. A review is given by Gombas 
[1,2]. One of those approximation schemes is the Thomas-Fermi theory (Thomas [3], 
Fermi [4]). For this model the energy of N =).,Z electrons in the field of a nucIeus of 
charge Z is 
Later Lieb and Simon [5] showed that this is just the leading term in the quantum 
mechanical case, when Z- and hence N-approaches infinity. 
But already in 1952 Scott [6] had conjectured that theThomas-Fermi theory should 
be corrected by a term of order Z2. For a neutral atom he proposed 
(1.3) EQ(Z, N = Z) = Z7/S E[F (1) + ~Z2 + O(Z2). 
The Z2-correction has its origin in the electrons ne ar the nucIeus, where the electron-
nucleus interaction is supposed to dominate the electron-electron interaction. Thus 
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Scott's formula should be correct regardless of the presence of electron-electron inter-
action, if EfF (1) is understood to be the infimum of the corresponding Thomas-Fermi 
functional with or without interaction, respectively. But this is still an open question. 
Our purpose in the present paper is to da one step on the way proving this conjecture. 
One of the authors [7] showed that the Hellmann-Weizsäcker functional is an upper 
bound of EQ(Z, N), if Ne, the number of e1ectrons in the angular moment um channel e, 
is an integer multiple of q(2e+ 1) for every e. In a previous paper [8] we examined 
various properties of the Hellmann and the Hellmann-Weizsäcker functional with and 
without interaction and gave a generalization of the upper bound of [7] allowing for 
arbitrary values for Ne. Since the Z2-correction should be independent of the electron-
electron interaction we consider the Hellmann and the Hellmann-Weizsäcker func-
tional of N non-interacting electrons. The aim of this paper is to show that the Hell-
mann-Weizsäcker functional provides a Z2-correction of the Thomas-Fermi model and 
furthermore because [7] and [8] can be used to bound EQ (Z,N). As a corollary we 
obtain 
(1.4) EQ(Z, N = Z) 5 E[F(I)Z1/3 + O(Z2), 
a weil known result for the Bohr atom. However, our method of proving (1.4) is not 
restricted to this case, but generalizes to the interacting one [9]. 
In chapter two we give the asymptotic behavior of the infimum of the Hellmann 
functional, i.e. the functional without gradient term. In the third chapter we show that 
the presence of the gradient term changes the energy only of order Z2. This will give us 
the proposed result, which is stated in chapter four. In a subsequent paper we shall 
come back to this very point for the case, where interaction is taken into account as 
weil. 
2. Infimum ofthe Hellmann Functional 
We define the Hellmann energy functional to be 
(2.1) 
with 
00 
(2.2) et~Z(Pt)=! (iatpHr)+(:: - ;)pt(rl)dr. 
o 
,tz, and l! are defined on the function sets 
(2.3) 
G = {plp ~ 0, jJ(:L1 (1R+) n L3(1R+), ~ €L1 (1R+)} and 
r 
00 00 00 00 
M = {~L3(1R+ x IN 0, dll)le ~ 0, E t'l ! ~: dr < 00, E! pldr < oo}, 
t=o 0 [=00 
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respectively, where Q stands for (Qo, ... , Qf, ... ), and d{l is the Lebesgue measure in the 
first and the counting measure weighted by Up in the second co-ordinate. In order to 
establish contact with quantum theory let us choose 
(2.4) at = (q(2t+ 1))2, ßt = (l+ ~)2. 
First we calculate the ground state energy of cf under the condition 
00 00 
(2.5) N = L: Nt, Nt = f Ptdr. 
o t=o 
Thercforc wc considcr thc Eulcr-Lagrangc equation of the functional 
00 
(2.6) 't~z(ptl = f (iatP~(r) + (~: - ;. -oX)pt(r)) dr + oXNt , 
o 
which is 
(2.7) pt(r) -_ q(21 + 1) [( 1)2 Z \ 2] rr - l + 2' + r + Ar + . 
The norm condition (2.5) determines the Lagrange multiplier A as follows 
(2.8) oX _ Z2 ( q(2l + 1) )2 
- - 2Nt + q(2l + 1)2 
Inserting (2.7) and (2.8) into the functional and carrying out the integration yields 
(2 9) EH ( ) . H () Z2 qNt 
. t,Z Nt = ;~~ 't,Z Pt = - 2Nt + q(2l + 1)2' 
Next we determine the quantities Np in order to minimize lf under the condition 
N = E Ne. So we look for minima of 
t 
Necessary conditions for a stationary point are 
(2.11) -H )2 a,z _ Z2 (q(21+1) -,.,-0 (l=0,1,2, ... ). 
aNt - - 2Nl + q(21+ 1)2 - , 
This yields 
(2.12) Nt = q(21 + 1) [ ~ - ! -t] = q(2t + IHk -ll+, 
2V -'" 2 + 
where we defined k = -L - L. The sum in (2.10) runs over those e, which are less 2~ 2 
than k, since Ne >0. We define k' to be the greatest integer less than k and E=k-k'. So 
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0< c::5 1. One will find just these occupation numbers, if one assurnes k' shells to be fil-
led completeIy, while the (k' + 1)" shell is filled by a fraction c. 
Inserting (2.12) into (2.10) and carrying out the sum yields 
(2.13) EH = inf cf = _22 ~(k - l) = -22 (k{k' + 1) - -21 k'(k' + 1)) . z 2k+1L-- 2k+l 
l=O 
k' 
The condition E q{Zl + 1)(k -i) = N determines k and hence k' and c. One finds 
t=o 
(2.14) 
k's k,2 k' 
N = q( T + 2 + '6) + eq(k' + 1)2. 
Inserting (2.15) into (2.13) we obtain 
THEOREM 1. 
Ef (N) = - Z;q (~)1!3 Nl/3 + Z20(N-1!S). 
Z2 ( )l~ -We remark that - T ~ NI!S is just equal to EIF (N), the infimum of the 
Thomas-Fermi functional in the noninteracting case. 
3. Infimum ofthe Hellmann-Weizsäcker Functional 
The Hellmann-Weizsäcker functional is 
00 
(3.1) tfW(eJ = Ltl:!,(pt), 
l=O 
where 
00 
(3 tHW( )-f( t;:;:,2 1/"2 S (l(i+l) Z ) 
.2) t,Z Pt - vPt + 3q2(2l + 1)2 Pt + r2 - ;)Pl dr. 
o 
Each tel' is defined on the function space F, while llfw is defined on W: 
(3.3) 
F = {plp ~ 0, foHJ(O,oo)} 
00 00 00 
W = {eie ~ 0, Je! Ee HJ(O, 00), Li(i + 1) f p~~) dr < oo}. 
t=o t=o 0 
We now show that adding the gradient term changes the ground state energy only by 
const Z2 at most. From Hardy's inequality [10] follows 
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00 00 
(3.4) I .;pl2dr ~ 14~2dr. 
o 0 
With this result we easily find a lower bound of the infimum of llw. 
(3.5) E:w (N) = inf{ llw (e)le€W} ~ E: (N), 
since 1(1 + I) + t = (I + ~)2 and Ws M. This is 
THEOREM 2. 
E:W(N) ~ i:(N). 
Now we state 
THEOREM 3. 
E:w (N) ~ E: (N) + Z20(I). 
In order to prove theorem 3 we firstly choose appropriate trial functions, secondly we 
prove some of their properties. 
In the case of missing gradient term we found the minimizing functions in (2.7) 
(together with (2.8), (2.12) and (2.15» to be (Z = 1) 
Qe is supported in the interval [rj,r2J, where 
(3.7) I (2k+I)2 (I r 12 = T , 2 1- (21+ 1)2). 2k+1 
Since for the functions in (3.6) the gradient therm has nonintegrable singularities at rj 
and r2, we have to look for better trial functions. We divide the radial axis into three 
parts. In the inner and outer region we choose the trial functions similar to the wave-
functions ofthe hydrogen atom. In the middle region we choose them according to (3.6) 
but with a decreased norm. Therefore we introduce the 
NOTATIONS. 
(3.8) 
",'= (2k;1)' (1'1' 1- (~~~)'). 
1 r 2 
R(r) = -(I + 2)2 + r - (2k -1)2' 
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Now we choose the following trial functions: 
DEFINITION. For l:::;e <k-2Iet 
for 0 :5 r :5 ZI 
(3.9) pt(r) = q(2l + 1) ;, J-(l + tr~ + r - (2kr~1)'1 for ZI :5 r :5 :1:2 
with 
(3.10) 1 
'Y = e' 
ZI = rl + l, 
Z2 = r2 - k. 
Far e = 0 and e ?:. k - 2 we choose Qe to be identically zero. k is defined by (2.15). 
The conditions fOT a and ß in (3.10) assure the continuity of Qe. 
Wc now show some properties of x)'x2,R(xj) and R(x2)' Let Xm denote the maximum 
of R(r), namely Xm = (2k;1)2 • 
PROPOSITION 1. 
i) 
ii) 
iii) 
iv) 
Proof: The first part of i) is proved by expansion of the square root. We obtain 
(3.11) 
_ (2k-l)2 ( 2:00 (2l+1)21) r1- 1- a· - > 2 J 2k-l -1=0 
~ (2k _1)2 (1- (1- ! (~)2)) = (21 + 1)2 2 
2 22k-l 4 ~/, 
since ao= 1, al = -~ and aj<O for j?:.2. 
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The inequality r2::52xm follows immediately from )1- (!!±L)2 < t 2k-l -' 
Since 1< k - e - 1, we find 
(3.12) i2"5: k2 "5: k2k·I "5: (2k - I)2(k + l)(k -i-I) = z~ (1" (~ ~ ~r), 
which implies ii). 
To show iii) we write 
l ~ l- 2r1l + 12 = R(z ) = l (1 _ 2rl + l) > l (1- ~l -r Z~) > 
(3.13) (2k - 1)2 1 2Zm - 2:lm-
>~ I_(21+I)2 _i_~ .Jl 
- 2 2k -1 ~ 2l+3V2l + 2 ~ T' 
Analogously iv) is shown by the fact (k~2) 
2k>2k.!!..>2r2k-k2 -k-R( )_k 2r2 -k-2zt71 
(3.14) - 2zm - 2zm - Z2 - 2zm '" 2 
r2-Zm k/ (2k-3)2 k Jk ~k > - 1- -- = --v'2k-2~ - • 2zm - 2 2k - 1 2k - 1 " 2 . 
PROPOSITION 2. 
k'-2 00 
L / ptdr "5:N, 
l=1 0 
where k' denates the greatest integer less than k. 
Proof: We have 
(3.15) 
using (3.10) and proposition 1. The integral is just equal to k - e -1, while the sum of 
the other two terms is less than one, since 1:::; e < k - 2 and X2 ~xm ~ f. l'herefore, 
using (2.14), 
k'-2 00 k'-2 k' 
(3.16) L / pldr"5: L (k -l)q(2i + 1) "5: L(k -l)q(2i + 1) :=: N .• 
t=1 0 t=1 l=O 
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PROPOSITION 3. 
k'-2 21 2 ((l 1)2 )) 
" J ( ,2 1 7r S + 2" - ~ dr< 0(1) ~ /Pi + 3q2(2l+1)2 Pt + r2 r Pt - , 
t=l 0 
(i) 
(3.17) 
00 
Summation over e yields (i), because even E r m is finite, if m > l. 
t=1 
where we used formula 5.1.19 of Abramowitz and Stegun [11] for the exponential 
integral function. Summation over e completes the proof of (ii) .• 
PROPOSITION 4. 
k'-2 23 L f .[Pi,2dr ~ 0(1). 
t=1 21 
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Proof: The integrand is explicitly 
(3.19) JPi'2(r)=q(2l+1)(4(l+t)~_4{l+t)2+ 1 ) 
1611" rll y'R3(r) r2~ r~ 
for Xl::::; r::::;X2. Ca\culating the integral in proposition 4 one finds 
J r;;:/2d q(2l+1) 3(2k_l)2 -5 . r-2(l+ i) %2 [ ~ 2 yPt r = arCSlD + 1611" 2{l+1.)3 rJl-(.u±!.)2 
:101 2 2k-1 
(3.20) 
Since the coefficient of the arcsin term is negative and arcsin as weil as its argument are 
strictly increasing functions, we can omit this term. We estimate the other negative 
terms also by zero. Using proposition 1 we get 
(3.21) 
Summation over e yields the desired result as in the proof of proposition 3 (i) .• 
PROPOSITION 5. 
k'-2J:I0 2 ( 11"2 ((l+1.)2 1) ) E.:IO' 3q2(2l + 1)2 P~ + r/ -;:- Pt dr::; 
~ Y;q(2l +1) 1 (~ (~!,jr + Cl:,})' -;) I:!,j) d,+ 
+0(1). 
Proof: Since the p~ and the centrifugal term are positive, we need only consider the 
potential term. 
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z, z, (r, f'Di":i 
I =t!!dr::= q(2f + 1) I -~ dr::= q(21 + 1) I -v~(r) dr + r 1fr . 1fr 
Zl Zl 1 
+ lXI JR{r) dr + Ir, JR(r) dr) "5 q(21 + 1) Lfr, - JR(r) dr + 
~ 1f~ ~ 
rl z, I 
(3.22) 
+ ~(zl-rd+ ~(r2-Z2))"5 q(21+1) (fr, -~dr+ 
1fr1 1fZ2 l 1fr 
+ oo •• ,(l-'" + k-"') ) , • 
where we used the fact that JR(r) is monotone increasing between'l and Xl and mono-
tone decreasing between Xz and '2. Summation over e completes the proof .• 
Now we are ready to prove theorem 3. 
Proof of the theorem 3: First we remark that the functional lffw and so its minimum 
is enlarged by substituting l(l + 1) by (l + ~) 2. We showed earlier [8] that {lW = 
Z2 t lHW holds and that we may use the condition L J Ptdr :$ N rather than L J Ptdr 
= N. Therefore we have t t 
(3.23) Efw (N) :$ Z2 E el!tw (pt) 
t 
for every set of admissible functions Qf. We take the functions defined in (3.9). We 
00 
showed in the above propositions that (Po, ... , Pt, ... )€W and L J ptdr $.N, hence our 
l 0 
set of trial functions is admissible. Thus using propositions 3,4 and 5 we get 
(3.24) 
EHW (N) :$ Z2 (k~ jr, q(21 + 1) (1f2 JRS"(rT + 
z L...J 3 (1fr)3 
t=1 rl 
+ Cl :P' -;) J:; ,) ) dH 0(1)) 
The integral, however, is just Er.l (q(21 + l)(k - 1- l)) = _qk2k~~t, where we used 
(2.9). This yields 
Z2 /c'-2 
-HW q ~ Ez (N):$ - 2k=1 L...J (k - 1 - l) + Z20(I) = 
l=l 
(3.25) = - 2;~q 1 ((k' -2)(k - 1) - iw -2)(k' - 1)) ::= 
Z2 q 
::= -T(k + 0(1)) = Ef (N) + Z20(1) 
because of (2.15) and theorem 1. • 
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In the ca se where NIZ = Ais fixed the analogue holds forThomas-Fermi-Weizsäcker 
theary (Lieb [12]). The gradient term changes the energy by const Z2 in this case, too. 
Finally we re mark that omitting the e = 0 term as weil as omitting the outermost shell 
(we wrote k -1 instead of k) results in changes of order Z 20(1) in the energy. 
4. An Upper Bound for the Quantum Mechanical Energy 
We are now able to draw our final conc1usion. 
THEOREM 4. In the noninteracting case 
EQ(Z, N) ~ E% (N) + Z 20(I) = _ ~ (~) 1/3 Z2 N 1/ 3 + Z20(I). 
00 00 
Proof: As in [8] we can prove that for every e,tW with E J Ptdr ~ N 
l=O 0 
-HW EQ(Z,N) ~ t z (Po, ... ,Pt, ... )+ (4.1) ~ (Xl (-1+6€l-3€~ 2€:-6€~+4et)/00 3dr 
+ L...J 3 N 2 + NS Pt 
t=o t,m,B t,m,B 0 
Nt;to 
00 
where Ne,m,s is an abbreviation far J q(2iil) dr and Cf is the difference between Ne.m.s 
. .
and the greatest Illteger less than or equal to Ne,m,s' Far 2. we choose the functwns 
defined in (3.9) and (3.10). These functions satisfy the above mentioned conditions. 
In the previous chapter we estimated the value of the Hellmann-Weizsäcker functional 
for these trial functions. Thus we have 
(4.2) 
;)0 
We need estimates fm f p~ dr and Ne.m,s' 
00 0 ( "2 ) S S 3 v'R3(Xt} v'R3(r) v'RS(X2) I Pt dr = q (2l + 1) ".sx~(6l + 7) + I ".3 r3 dr + 6".3 Xb ~ 
o '" 
3 8(_7/2 3 (k-l-l)2 k-7/2) ~ conBt q (2l + 1) l + ".2 (2l + 1)(2k _ 1)2 + . 
(4.3) 
For Ne,m,s we find 
3 1 (4.4) Nt m fI > k -l- - > -
, • - 2 - 2 
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in the following way: 
Z~~ 
Nt m 11 ~ f R r dr = 
t , 1(r 
= !.{v'R(Z2) - v'R(zd - (l+ !)(arcsin(l- 81) +arcsin(l- 82))+ 
11' 2 
2k -1 } 
+ ~(arcsin(l- tl ) + arcsin(l- t2 )) 
. ZI-2(t+~t 2:r1-(2k-I)~ . / f2lH,: h 
wlthO<Si=l± ZleS ,O<ti=l± (2k-IP.s ~1,and8=V1- 2k-1 .T e 
upper sign refers to i = 1 whereas the lower sign refers to i = 2. Using 4.4.41 of Abramo-
witz and Stegun [11] we obtain 
arcsin (1- x) ~ i -$(1 + aIx) for 0 ~ :t ~ 2, 
arcsin (1 - z) ~ i -$(1 + alz + dz2 ) for 0 ~ z ~ 1 
where al and d are certain constants. Using the estimates 
.j8k=8 < 5 < 1 _ ! (21 + 1)2 
2k - 1 - - 2 (2k - 1)2' 
2[+1 &>1+5_1+6 2l 
2k - 1 V t; - 1- 6 (2k - 1)2 ' 
{ii3 > (2l+1)3 
V t; - (2k - 1)3 ' 
(ii>2l+11 
V t; - 2k - 11 + 6 ' 
~8 > (21+1)8 V t; - (2k _ 1)8 (1 - 46), 
v'R(Zl) ~ ..jjj, 
VR(Z2) ~ Jk5 (1- (2k ~ 1)26) 
yields the result of (4.4). 
Because of (4.3) and (4.4) the inequality (4.2) reads now 
EQ(Z, N) ~ Z2 {Efi (N) + 0(1) + kr! conat q(2t + 1) (r7/2 + 
(k - l _ ~)2 t=1 2 
(4.5) + (21(~ ~)~~ ~'l)' +k-"') } S Z· (EI' (N) + 0(1) + 
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The sum in (4.5) may be bounded by an inequality oi McLaurin and Cauchy (Hardy, 
Littlewood and Polya [10]: theorem 154) which states 
1 n-l (l) /1 ;; E! ;; ~ !(z)dz, 
l=1 0 
if fis nonnegative, decreasing for O:5x:5 ;:51 and increasing for 0:5 ;:5x:51. In our 
case we choose 
n for 0 < z < 1. ~, --n 
!(z) = 
n for n-l < z < 1 (n 1)" (3:o-n+l)" , n - -
where n = k' -1 and Xo = k - t. Evaluating the integral one finds that the sum in (4.5) 
is at most of order k-2• Hence the additional term in (4.1) is at most of order Z2N- 1I3 • 
This proves the theorem .• 
Scott [6] already remarked, that the Z2-correction should be independent of the 
interaction ofthe electrons because this correction stems from the innermost electrons, 
where the field is sufficiently elose to a Coulomb potential. Therefore we hope to be 
able to generalize our result to the case, where interaction is taken into account [9]. 
This would be the first part of a proof of Scott's conjecture: The leading correction is 
bounded from above by a term of order Z2. The next step would be to ca1culate the 
coefficient ofthe Z2-term and to find a corresponding lower bound. 
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